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the MLPW and MLPX oscillators use
proprietary magnetic materials in a
magnetic structure that is miniatur-
ized, ridged, and shock mounted. In
addition, surface-mount components
are used in the oscillators to minimize
the effects of vibration and tempera-
ture changes.

The advantages of the design inno-
oscillators that covers frequencies to 44 GHz (see figure). The fundamen- vations emplo~ed in.these ~scill~tors
tal-frequency MLPW oscillators and the frequency-doubled MLPX oscilla- are bo~e out m theIr spe~IficatIons.
tors are ideal for digital microwave radios using high-capacity modulation I~ addItIon to ~OW phase no~se, the OS-
formats such as hase-shift ke .9 (PSK) uadrature PSK (QPSK) nd clllators provIde substa~tIal OU~put-

1? F ' q ...' a power levels that remam relatIvely
q?adrature amplitude.mo~ulation (QAM). The ~LPX line l~ al~o l~eal for flat over their respective frequency
higher-frequency applications s?ch as local multichannel distribution sys- ranges. As expected, specifications
tern (LMDS). In both product lines, the frequency range covered by each for phase noise power output and
model is incorporated into its part number ( see table) .For example, model power flatness a're best for oscill~tors
MLPX-2836 is a doubled YIG that operates from 28 to 36 GHz. operating at lower frequency ranges.

Most of the reduction in phase stability of the magnetic field and cre- Minimum spurious noise is -70 dBc
noise in these oscillators can be cred- ate microphonics, phase hits, and FM for all models, and minimum third-
ited to the use of silicon (Si) bipolar effects. To overcome these effects, harmonic distortion is -20 dBc for all
transistors instead of gallium-ar-
senide field-effect transistors (GaAs
FETs). Typical bipolar phase noise is
approximately 8 to 12 dB lower than
that of GaAs FET circuits. And al-
though frequency doubling adds ap-
proximately 6 dB of phase noise, the
MLPX models still enjoy 2 to 6 dB
less phase noise than comparable
fundamental GaAs FET oscillators.

The oscillators' extremely low sus-
ceptibility to microphonics and FM
effects is due to the structure of the
magnetic circuit and the materials
used in it. A YIG-based oscillator is
essentially a small YIG sphere placed
in the air gap of a variable magnetic
field. Any change in the gap size,
which can be caused by vibration or

! temperature changes, can disrupt the
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China has become an important market for wireless technology. The IMF esnmates that China will need to

import $750 billion in US goods and services during the upcoming years to satisfy infrastructure demands. The

editors and staff of Wireless Systems Design magazine have responded to this demand. They have created Wire-

less Systems Design China on behalf of China's systems design engineers.

What is... Wireless Systems Design China?

Wireless Systems Design China will be published four nmes in 1999. The first issue launched in March. The

15,000 circulanon is mostly made up of design engineers working in China.

What will Wireless Systems Design China's Editorial be?

Wireless Systems Design China will be produced under the supervision of Chief Editor Ron Schneiderman and

two editors working in Penton Media's Beijing offices. The editorial will cover the latest innovanons in wireless

technology in the US and China.

Why advertise in Wireless Systems Design China?

Wireless Systems Design China will help provide your company with name recogninon and the branding credibil~

ty needed to succeed in the compennve Chinese market. If you are already established in the Chinese market, adver-

nsing in Wireless Systems Design China will keep you one step ahead of your compennon and further increase your

company's product awareness.

For more informolion on Ihis outslonding soles ond morkeling opportunity, pleose conlod your regiono1 soles m

For edilorio1 informolion, pleose conlod Ron Schneidermon 011-(201)-393-6292
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